When uploading just a FLV, everything's fine (the player is added and you can reproduce the video)

When uploading just a FLV inside an HTML document (with no HTML structure at all), everything's fine

When creating an HTML document with a template style and then including the FLV within that document (within a table cell), the Flash embed and object tags are written to the HTML, but the player doesn't appear...

Tested in 1.10.x and probably present in 1.11.x
Also, this needs to be sent to 1.10.x (as you know because of the client issue we discussed).

#5 - 06/04/2016 01:52 - Angel Quiroz
CKEditor Flash plugin edited on https://github.com/angelfqc/ckeditor-dev

https://github.com/ckeditor/ckeditor-dev/pull/263

The plugins/flash directory needs be copied to app/Resources/public/assets/ckeditor/plugin (chamilo). Then execute composer install

#6 - 06/04/2016 22:18 - Angel Quiroz
- Status changed from Assigned to Needs testing
- Assignee deleted (Angel Quiroz)
- % Done changed from 0 to 80

12c7e7e

CKeditor updated with custom Flash plugin

#7 - 01/06/2016 17:30 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Needs testing to Bug resolved
- Assignee set to Angel Quiroz
- % Done changed from 80 to 100

This works in 1.10.6.